
Collectively we can 
create a healthier planet
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tees sweatshirts bagspolos specials

By choosing organic cotton, 
we can all support sustainable 
farming practices that help 
protect our environment

econscious is proud to be serving the growing market for organic and sustainable apparel and accessories 
by creating clothing that is durable, comfortable, and great looking. A seismic shift is occuring toward 
sustainable practices and econscious and their founders are among the pioneers of organic apparel. 
By purchasing organic cotton products, you can be part of this movement, make a positive statement 
about your brand, and reduce your environmental impact. We invite you to be econscious.

About econscious

hats beanies

View our entire collection at econscious.net

organic 
   cotton

harvesting
relies mostly on the seasonal 
   FREEZE for defoliation
may stimulate defoliation    
   through WATER MANAGEMENT

seed preparation
uses UNTREATED seeds
NEVER USES GMO 
   (genetically modified 
   organism) seeds

soil & water
builds stong soil through
   CROP ROTATION
retains water more efficiently 
   thanks to increased 
   ORGANIC MATTER in the soil

weed control
physical removal rather than 
   chemical destruction
controls weeds through 
   cultivation and hand hoeing

pest control
maintains a BALANCE 
   between “pests” and 
   their natural predators 
   through healthy soil
uses BENEFICIAL INSECTS, 
   biological and cultural 
   practices to control pests
may use TRAP CROPS, 
   planted to lure insects 
   away from the cotton

conventional 
   cotton

harvesting
defoliates with toxic 
   CHEMICALS

seed preparation
typically treats seeds with 
   FUNGICIDES or INSECTICIDES
uses GMO seeds for approximately 
   70% of US-grown cotton

soil & water
applies SYNTHETIC fertilizers
loss of soil due to predominately 
   MONO-CROP culture
requires INTENSIVE 
       IRRIGATION

weed control
applies HERBICIDES to soil to    
   inhibit weed germination
repeatedly uses HERBICIDES to 
   kill weeds that do grow

pest control
uses INSECTICIDES heavily, 
   accounting for approximately 
   25% of world consumption
uses PESTICIDES; the nine most 
   common are highly toxic; five 
   are probable carcinogens
frequently uses AERIAL 
   SPRAYING, with potential 
   drift onto farm workers, 
   neighboring wildlife and 
   communities


